(Here b, Y) = 1 * ) z, z is an integer and x < z < y } and B, expresses the fact that the elements of B are written increasing order.) Then, 4 is a k coloring of (c)'N so pick a subset {y,, y,, y2 ,..., yjN-,}< of c such that 1<lZN is # monochrome. 108
The following result (finite union theorem) was obtained by Rado [ 11, Folkman, and Sanders [3] as an extension of Schur's theorem [4] (we put n = {O, 1, 2 )...) n -1 } for a positive integer n).
THEOREM. For all positive integers n and Y, there exists a positive integer N = R(n, r) such that, if 9(N) is r colored (that is, x: 9(N) + r), then there exist pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets A,, AZ,..., A,, of N such that FU({A,}F=,) is x monochrome, (That is, there exists jE r such that x(UiGs Ai) = j whenever 0 # S E { 1, 2 ,.,., n}.)
The usual (and shorter) proof of this theorem is based on the Van der Waerden theorem. A proof in [3] is based on Ramsey's theorem. The purpose of this note is to present another simple proof of this result. It appears much the same as the proof of the Schur's theorem [4] using Ramsey's theorem. The method of the proof presented here has some further generalizations which will appear elsewhere. ProoJ: We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 1 being immediate. Assume the statement is true for n. We show it is true for 2n.
Let N = R(n, r) and let k = r2N- 
